Precious metals
for medical-scientific solutions



The partnership between 8853 S.p.A., leading company in the precious metal
sector, and medical professionals gives life to 88Medical: precious metals for
medical-scientific solutions.
8853 S.p.A.’s know-how and the continuous research for technologies of the latest
generation enable 88Medical to satisfy any request by its clients, fulfilling their
needs with practical solutions. Skills of industrial dimension and customization
are combined in synergy to offer medical devices and lab tools for the medicalscientific sector.
88Medical’s production ranges from threads, tubes, plates, disks, rings and
probes for lab tools made with Platinum, Palladium, Gold, Silver and their alloys,
to medical device components such as stents, fiducials markers and electrodes
manufactured for its clients.
88Medical’s medical labs have enabled the firm to become a brand specialized in
the casting of a wide range of alloys, laser marking and welding, plating and
finishing.
“Made to measure” solutions fully complying with the Made in Italy standards
represent the point of strength of 88Medical which, thanks to the support of
professional engineers, is able to follow the client through every production stage:
from design to realization.
8853 S.p.A.’s Quality Assurance System complies with the EN ISO 13485:2003/AC:2009 rules and
with the specific requirements set forth for planning, development, production and sale of medical
devices.
The CE marking of 88Medical products is certified by the TÜV Product Service GMBH Notified Body
of Munich by means of the EC Certificate, No G1 08 02 40503 007.
8853 S.p.A. is a member of the RJC (Responsible Jewellery Council) which guarantees the use of
“conflict free” metals.
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Our technical staff
is at your complete disposal to
identify the best solution
for any request
info@88medical.it
www.88medical.it
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